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Maids don't ever get to go to the ball... do they?Jace Connors:Stretched thin from running a

business and organizing a wedding, the last thing Jace needs is the world's most eligible

bachelorettes trying to sneak their way into his bed. When he meets Ella grooming the inn's horses,

though, she leaves him breathless. Jace knows that he can't let her get away...Ella McDaniels:What

starts as an almost-kiss in the barn ends up captivating Ella, even though she knows that the richly

dressed Jace is out of her league. However, when he keeps showing up wherever she is, her

attraction to him grows. And if she can outwit her wicked stepmother, she just might be able to

dance with him at the wedding reception ball. There's only one problem...What if Jace is actually the

groom?This novel is the first in Krista Lakes' new series Billionaires and Brides and, for a limited

time, comes with a bonus novel, Sunrise Kisses!
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I am so happy to have found Krista Lakes books. I can read her billionaires and brides in a day or

two. Much like my favorite author, Avery Aster's spicy romance novel Undressed (The

Manhattanites Book 2) which features a wealthy alpha hero. These books have sweeping endings



that result in HEA. I love that the Cinderella fairy tale ending had Jace and Ella shine. That's exactly

what Krista has done--taken a classic tale and made it modern. I look forward to reading more

books by this author.

I was lucky enough to receive an ARC of this book from the author for review. This is the perfect

story for this time of year when we can all use some happiness. This is a sweet story of a girl

meeting her "prince" and falling in love. Ella and Jace feel a connection the first time they meet but

need to get around a few obstacles before they can be together. They were a pleasure to get to

know as were most of the secondary characters in the story. Will misunderstandings and mettling

stepmothers keep Ella and Jace apart or will they figure it out before it is too late. Krista has turned

a classic, beloved fairy tale into a modern story of love and forever. I read it in one sitting because I

could not put it down. Great job as usual, Krista. I can't wait to see what comes next.

This was a fun retelling of the Cinderella story complete with a wicked step mother, only one step

sister and a Prince Charming. There are a lot of missed communications and misunderstanding, it

does have a very happy ending, with everyone getting exactly what they deserve. I sometimes

wondered if they would manage to sort everything out and get everything settled. It was a very fun

story.

I loved the story and happy ending. The one problem I had was that she was too experienced

sexualy. From the description of her life it did not seem as if she ever had a boyfriend. She never

had a day off in five years, she said she did not have time outside of work. Where did she get her

experience from? Also she did not seem the type to just sleep with boys. It would have been more

believable if she would have been a virgin.

When I started reading this book, I thought great another twist on Cinderella, the main characters

name is even Ella, and to be honest was not looking forward to reading another twist on this classic

story. I received an ARC of this book from the author and I have enjoyed all of her other books so I

thought I would read it and see how she twist this story.. I have to say I am really glad I gave it a

chance it is a wonderful story of Ella an her prince or in this case billionaire Jace an is a great

modern twist to the classic story but its also so much more. Yes, it has a similar theme as in the

original fairy tale but also has enough newness to totally change and modernize the classic. This

story is filled with intrigue, romance, passion, and so much more is definitely a must read.. Once I



started it I could not put it down and read it in a day!!

I love every single one of Krista's stories. This book falls right in line with all the others and it was

amazing. Jace and Ella's story is a sweet and steamy modern day fairy tale that drew me in from

the beginning.The only negative thing I have to note is that I thought there was a lot more story left

when I was at the 46% point, but the story ended at 47%. Right after this story was another amazing

book by Ms. Lakes called Sunrise Kisses which I have already read. If you haven't read it yet, then

you are getting a bargain of 2 books for the price of one.

The story is so cliched it's cute. But the text needs proofreading. "thinks" for "things", "effect" for

"affect" and so on. Really, can't indie authors take the time to go over their writing so it is not filled

with errors?!!

I really don't like to bad critic a book. It's a very hard work to write a book from beginning to end.I

wanted tot read a romance and I saw the reviews on this one which were very divers.Now that I

read it, I made my own opinion.Like two of the review I agree on:

âš ï¸•âš ï¸•âš ï¸•(spoilers)âš ï¸•âš ï¸•âš ï¸•1-The word "billionaire" is over over over used. One more

and my eyes were not going to stop rolling in their socket. 1 time that's fine, two it's okay, 3 times

don't push it, the fourth forget it. It's just too much and for the H, who is THe Billionnaire, to use it

was the cherry on the icing of the cake. Makes my stomach hurt.2-the h is modelled in a way, (and I

think the association to the book to Cinderella's story makes this observation even more true) that I

believed the h to be inexperienced. The fact that she worked, like she said, 60h/week with no day

off, since her dad's death, I'm wondering where did she get to have met another guy... So along the

read to the development where she gets touchy with the H, I thought she was a virgin. And for me

the fact that she isn't just didn't make sense.Now the H is a bit too unidimensional, actually both

main characters are flat.And personally, I found him a bit to polished, and nice. Not enough virile

and charismatic, which is where this character lack depth.For what is it of this end, it was a bit

fantasist for me, above all the scene with the stepmother at the end. How could two bodyguards

who aren't in close proximity could stopped the attack from the stepmother when she is very closed

to the h. They appear certainly by magic, which was king of how the H explain it, "you don't see

them but they are here!" Yeah right!I mean it was a little too easy for development, which what I

categorize this book: easy and slick. Not much depth to characters or plots.If like me you like in

depth story, with strong emotions and full colour characters, I will not recommend.
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